
PERFORMANCE

The PrimoFold range incorporates high insulation polyurethane 
foam (PUR) as an innovative thermal barrier - preventing the cold 
from getting in and the heat from getting out.

Already used for many years in the construction industry to 
provide insulation, PUR is fully recyclable, safe to handle and gives 
ultra-high thermal performance. 

This ground-breaking patent pending use of PUR as a thermal 
barrier, means that PrimoFold doors exceed current and will meet 
future Building Regulations. In fact, our doors can give U-values as 
low as 0.93 W/m2K, when calculated as a commercial CEN 
standard door and are, of course, fully tested to PAS 24 – 2012, 
which complies with SBD security standards.

In addition, they are weather tested to BS6375 Parts 1, 2 and 3.

Designed with style and elegance in mind, PrimoFold features 
curved sections, flush gaskets and shaped beads, limiting overall 
frame sightline to just 123mm between leaves.

Door frames are available from stock in standard grey, white and 
dual colour grey/white. Alternative single and dual colour finishes 
are also available from a full range of standard RAL colours or, if 
you have a specific colour in mind, we can colour match for a 
bespoke solution. If you prefer an alternative look, we can supply 
PrimoFold doors with a metallic, textured or anodised finish.

Handles are available in black and silver finish. 

Present your customers with truly unique style options and gain 
massive advantages over your competition.

PrimoFold is available in leaf sizes up to 2616mm high x 1000mm wide 
with robust roller and hinge design capable of accommodating leaf 
weights of up to 100kg.

Available in low profile rebated threshold for easy uninterrupted access, 
tested to PAS 24 – 2012 

PrimoFold is precision-engineered to effortlessly glide and features 
fully adjustable hinge stiles and lock keeps for easy on-site adjustment, 
and intermediate hinges with 1mm adjustment, making for trouble-free 
installation.

A unique jointing method of head and cill allows thermal breaks to 
always line through with the door, for added thermal efficiency.

PrimoFold provides a simple and cost effective way to future-proof 
your customer’s building. 

// GROUND BREAKING
// INDUSTRY LEADING
// FUTURE PROOF

DESIGN + INNOVATION

// PRACTICAL
// ELEGANT
// FLEXIBLE

STYLE + CHOICE

// CUSTOMISABLE
// ACCESSORY CHOICE
// GLAZING OPTIONS
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CONFIGURATIONS: Multiple options are available, including folding 
outwards, inwards, left or right slide and with single or 
double swing openings. 

Door leaves and outer frames fabricated off site for rapid installation.
Supplied fully assembled up to 5 leaf configurations.



INDUSTRY-LEADING
BIFOLD SYSTEMS
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FOR THE TRADE

Red Glazing Systems


